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Education, Independence and Care
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A Large Learning Difficulties Department caters for 
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A unique inter-disciplinary programme (F.L.A.M.E.) is run by a 

team of staff for younger pupils with motor disorders.
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Telephone Secretary on 0420 83508
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Comment

AS THOUGH it was a party 
game, the Government is 
playing "pass the parcel" with 
our children's health and 
fitness for school.

For months now, ASBAH has 
been trying to persuade the 
powers-that-be to improve 
therapy services for children at 
school, so they keep as mobile 
as possible and better able to 
keep up with their classmates.

We have been pressing at 
ministerial level for the 
Department for Education and 
the Department of Health to co 
operate in providing effective 
therapy cover, as well as other 
measures involving the health 
and education of the child.

At present, it is impossible to 
obtain a good service because 
neither schools nor the health- 
service providers think that it is

their job. They just keep 
passing the parcel between 
themselves, hoping someone 
else will unwrap it.

Nowadays, however, the new 
Code of Practice set up under 
the 1993 Education Act is 
coming into force and requires 
much closer liaison between all 
agencies and authorities 
involved in the education of 
children with special needs. 
The time for playing games is 
over.

In order to step up the pressure 
and expose the threadbare 
essentials of what is actually 
happening , we would like to 
hear of examples of children 
who are being failed because no 
single authority is taking 
responsibility for meeting their 
urgent needs for therapy.

Please contact ASBAH if you

are experiencing problems of 
this kind.

THE LATEST issue of our free 
magazine LIFT for disabled 
members - which came out at 
the end of November (contact 
our services department at 
Peterborough to go on the mailing 
list) - is carrying out a search 
for people prepared to compile 
their own 'Disability Diaries'.

LIFT doesn't want to know 
what readers ate for breakfast 
or even how lousy the weather 
was. What the magazine called 
for was examples of daily 
accounts, covering 14 consec 
utive days, which show clearly 
what examples of discrimin 
ation people came across 
because of their disability 
during this time, or indeed if 
there were any positives.

Disability Diaries fuelled the 
debate which led to all- 
encompassing anti 
discrimination laws being 
enacted in the United States. 
Perhaps their day has arrived 
in Britain, too.

Tony Britton 
Publicity Manager
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Obituaries: Mrs G Brown, Mr B Hodkinson, Mr H Robinson
A FOUNDER member of Hull and 
District ASBAH, Mrs Gerritje Brown, 
died in October after a lengthy illness, 
aged 66. She had been secretary and 
mainstay of her local ASBAH since it 
started 27 years ago.

Mrs Brown, who was born in Rotterdam, 
settled in Hull after marrying her 
husband Charles, whom she met shortly 
after the Second World War while he 
was serving with the British Army. At 
the time, he was billeted at the Hook of 
Holland.

She started Hull ASBAH's long tradition 
of taking parties of members abroad on holiday, mostly - but not 
exclusively - to Holland where, of course, she knew all the best places to 
visit. These trips continued for 15 years - once with a total of 46 people 
travelling together, 30 of whom had disabilities.

The group holidays continued until last year, when Mrs Brown opted 
instead to head with members for some sunshine in Majorca.

Mrs Brown was an active supporter of a fundraising consortium of local 
charities in Cottingham, Hull - turning out at market stalls, Christmas 
card events and in costume at their Easter and Edwardian fairs.

Her husband, Charles, worked as a higher executive officer with the DSS 
and was made an MBE upon his retirement nine years ago. His 
knowledge and experience of the social security benefits system was put 
to good use on behalf of many members of the local association.

The couple had been married 47 years and had four children - Charles, 
Derkje, Carole and their youngest son, Philip, who is a member of the 
executive and service committees of national ASBAH. They also had nine 
grandchildren. Philip, the current Hull chairman, will act as secretary of 
Hull ASBAH at least until the end of March next year.

Among the mourners at the funeral, which took place in Hull 
Crematorium on 18 October at a service which filled the chapel, were 
many members of Hull and District ASBAH and Mr Gordon 
Brocklehurst, consultant neurosurgeon at Hull Royal Infirmary, who 
offered his unstinting support to the work of the local association.

Good Practice employment guide
A GOOD PRACTICE guide ivhich gives a range of ideas and benchmarks 
to assist in the recruitment of disabled employees has been published by 
the Disability Resource Team. Entitled Good Practice in Employment, 
the guide gives information in the areas of: application forms, job 
descriptions and personal specifications, guidance notes for applicants, 
interviews, use of sign-language interpreters at job interviews, the role of 
medical advisers in the recruitment process and support at work.

The publication is also available on tape, in Braille or large print and 
can be obtained by sending a cheque or postal to the value of £10 (inc p & 
p) and made payable to The Disability Resource Team at FREEPOST 
NW5774, London NW1 OYW.

BRIAN HODKINSON - It is with
deep regret that we report the 
death of our vice-chairman who 
died at Whiston Hospital after a 
short illness on 11 November 1994, 
writes ]ohn Glover, chairman ofSt 
Helens and District ASBAH.

Brian was chairman of the 
association from 1988 until the 
annual meeting earlier this year 
and I am proud to have served as 
his vice-chairman during that 
period.

He was a "doer" rather than a 
"speaker" and the tasks he 
undertook on behalf of the 
association were carried out with 
terrier-like tenacity.

He was keen on welfare rights 
matters and also showed great 
concern that members should in 
no way be disadvantaged because 
of their disabilities.

He will be sorely missed by the 
association, and particularly by the 
committee, for all the work he did 
on our behalf and for his sense of 
humour which enlightened many 
a meeting. We have lost not only 
an enthusiastic colleague but also a 
friend of long standing.

HENRY ROBINSON had been ill 
for some time and, while it was to 
be expected, his death comes as a 
shock to those who cared about 
him, writes Gina Broughton, South 
East Region co-ordinator, ASBAH.

Henry, 29, had much to offer and 
worked for ASBAH as part-time 
receptionist/telephonist in our 
Upper Woburn Place offices. He 
was ideally suited to this type of 
work, having a gentle and caring 
manner and a wealth of good 
sense.

When ASBAH relocated to 
Peterborough, Henry went too but 
did not settle to his new life and 
shortly afterwards moved back to 
London. He lived at the Rosemont 
Road project for some time and, in 
his last months, he was cared for 
by a close friend.
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Victoria launches a 
windsurf challenge

A FOUR-YEAR-OLD girl with spina bifida has 
launched The Wash Windsurf Challenge - a £50,000 
joint fundraiser for ASBAH and the Royal National 
Lifeboat Institution (RNLI).

Victoria Mason, who lives near Boston, Lincolnshire, 
had her photo taken on board lifeboat The Lincolnshire 
Poacher at Skegness with coxswain Paul Martin and 
the man most involved, Olympic hopeful windsurfer 
Rob Barsby.

Their picture will appear on sponsor forms and 
posters for the event, which will soon be available 
from RNLI branches in the East of England and from 
ASBAH'S new regional centre in Peterborough.

Barsby, one of the world's top-seeded windsurfers, 
said: "I want to do something for a couple of superb 
charities before settling down to next season's 
Olympic qualification campaign". The 28-year-old is 
expected to be in the British squad at the 1996 
Olympics in Atlanta.

If all goes well, Barsby's Wasli Windsurf Challenge 
could make it into The Guinness Book of Records. The 
charities have asked the publishers to be on standby 
to record the times achieved.

"The Wash can be a choppy bit of open water at the 
best of times, and this is where windsurfers come into 
their own. We really move in conditions which can 
leave small craft floundering", said Rob, of Husbands 
Bosworth, near Market Harborough, Leicestershire.

Victoria on board The Lincolnshire Poacher with 
Rob Barsby and Paul Martin.

He plans to complete each 15-mile leg of the voyage 
between Skegness and Hunstanton in under 90 min 
utes - leaving plenty of time to enjoy the rest of the 
Easter holiday.

Rob's windsurfing performance in this summer's top 
tournament, the four-nations North Sea Cup, left him 
the winner overall and in third place in the 
international ratings for his class.

Money raised from The Wash Windsurf Challenge will 
go towards the RNLI's Humber Lifeboat Appeal and 
ASBAH'S work supporting young people with spina 
bifida and their families in the East of England.
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All dressed up - and 
somewhere to go!
A NEW guide to choosing 
clothes and useful dressing 
techniques for disabled people 
called All Dressed Up... is more 
than just a manual - thanks to a 
couple of hundred helpful line- 
drawings by Jane Peart.

The book was also published 
by the Disabled Living 
Foundation - so you cannot get 
much better quality control that 
that.

The book has been produced 
with help from J D Williams, a 
Manchester-based company 
specialising in clothing and 
footwear for elderly people and 
people with disabilities.

It includes sections on the most 
useful styles, features, 
adaptations and gadgets, as 
well as providing a step-by- 
step guide to the most effective 
techniques for putting on and 
taking off clothes.

Information on clothing for 
toileting and temporary 
disabilities, as well as essential 
background information to 
assist people who want to teach 
dressing skills and techniques, 
is also included.

All Dressed Up... costs £4.95, 
including p & p, and is available 
from the DLF, 380-384 Harrow 
Road, London W9 2HU. 
ASBAH's information 
department has four copies 
available for loan.

Thanks, Pudsey!
AGAINST the trend of a decline 
in giving to the BBC Children in 
Need appeal, ASBAH's share of 
the proceeds from last year's TV 
and radio appeal held up well - 
being pegged at £24,000, the same 
amount as the record total we 
received last year.

"I'm convinced that we have been 
successful again this year because 
we account so thoroughly for 
every penny spent, and give very 
detailed reports to the trustees", 
said senior services manager 
Teresa Cole.

From last year's allocation of BBC 
Children in Need money, ASBAH 
gave 97 grants to young people 
aged 18 and under throughout 
England, Wales and Northern 
Ireland.

Many of these youngsters are 
prevented by problems with their 
mobility and hand-eye co-ordina 
tion from competing on a level 
playing field with other children in 
their age-group, and need special 
ist equipment to be able to boost 
their performance.

Examples were: £100 towards the 
cost of a wheelchair to a 17-year- 
old girl whose mother has trouble 
moving her because of a bad back; 
£150 towards a trike to enable a 
five-year-old to get out and play 
with her friends; £300 towards a 
specialised computer to enable a 
teenage girl who is also blind and 
deaf to write down her thoughts; 
and £150 towards a double buggy 
for a three-year-old girl, whose

mum was due to have another 
baby.

The family of a girl aged three was 
given £250-worth of garden toys so 
their daughter could play outside 
in her mainly concrete backyard. 
£400 went to a six-year-old with 
walking problems so she could 
have an exercise bike.

Thanks also to a cut-price deal 
negotiated with Panasonic, 
ASBAH was also able to spend 
some of the BBC Children in Need 
money by buying 15 lap-top word- 
processors for use by school 
children. These children are in 
schools which cannot afford to let 
them use personal-use computers 
to overcome writing difficulties. 
The ASBAH computers are for use 
in the classroom and for home 
work.

Money has also been given to 
ASBAH from the television appeal 
to help with two very worthwhile 
projects - details to be announced 
soon.

Our South East region was given 
£3,650 to spend on a music and 
drama weekend - with one group 
of children taking part in music 
workshops and a second in drama 
workshops. As a finale, both 
groups will join for a stage show.

Our Northern Ireland team has 
been given £1,350 to run a residen 
tial course in wheelchair-handling 
and mobility skills.

Try this supply service -free to LINK readers
We would like to remind readers of a free service being offered to them by AlphaMed Ltd - reputable suppliers 
of continence products and other medical equipment. They will make a donation to ASBAH for every prescrip 
tion order that comes their way through ASBAH's introduction. If you want to try the service - described more 
fully in LINK No 153 - obtain a Freepost envelope from our services department, tel 01733-555988. Then, when 
you obtain your next prescription for continence or medical supplies, pop it off to Alphamed in the envelope. 
DO NOT SEND PRESCRIPTIONS FOR DRUGS OR MEDICINES. Alphamed will dispatch your goods on the 
day they receive your prescription for delivery within 48 hours, and send more Freepost envelopes in case you 
want to use them again. You can phone them free on 0800-515317 with any questions.
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Guide to effective 
communication

WALSALL Information Federation 
has just launched a guide called A 
Code of Practice - Information 
Provision for Disabled People.

Walsall has produced the guide to 
advise groups and organisations 
on how best to communicate 
effectively with disabled people. It 
explains which communication 
barriers are encountered by people 
with different types of impairments 
and the range of equipment and 
services that can be used to over 
come these barriers.

Copies from Samantha Healey, 
Walsall Information Federation, 
Room 3, Whitehall Infants School, 
West Street, Walsall, West Midlands 
WS1 4BQ. Please enclose A4 SAE.

A SURVEY by Northern Ireland 
Employers' Forum on Disability 
shows local firms are falling short 
of the 3% quota set for employing 
disabled people. On average, only 
1.5% of employees in all companies 
had disabilities and only 0.7% were 
registered disabled. The survey 
coincided with the launch in 
October of a campaign by the 
umbrella group Rights Noiv! to ban 
discrimination in the Province.

Norma drives Iris wild with joy!
PRIME MINISTER'S wife Norma Major drove a brand-new, £10,500 
car into the life of ASBAH telesales rep Iris Rootham recently.

And the reason for the VIP delivery of the Vauxhall Astra car, with 
the number-plate ARC 1? Iris won the car in a raffle run by the 
Arthritis and Rheumatism Council, of which John and Norma Major 
are top supporters. All Iris laid out was 20pfor one ticket.

"I was thrilled", purred Iris - pictured topping up the tank at a 
Vauxhall dealership near Peterborough. "I've never had a new car 
before, and I have had 2,000 miles of trouble-free motoring in it since 
then. It's been great.

"And Norma Major was lovely, too - really down to earth and 
friendly!"

Help & Advice
Members seeking help and advice on any matters should make initial contact with ASBAH as follows: 

London. Surrey, Kent Sussex

123 Easf Barnet Road, New Barnet, Herts EN4 8RF. Tel: (0181) 449 0475 
Regional Co-ordinator: Gina Broughton, BA (Hons).

Lines. Cambs. Leics. Notts, Northants, Norfolk. Sussex, Essex. Herts, Beds

Eastern Region Office, ASBAH House, 42 Park Road, Peterborough PE1 2UQ. Tel (01733) 555988 
Regional Co-ordinator: Mary Malcolm

Northern Ireland .cs
73 New Row, Coleraine, Northern Ireland BT52 1EJ. Tel: (01265) 51522 
Regional Co-ordinator: Position vacant.

Rest of England and Wales

National Centre, 42 Park Road, Peterborough PE1 2UQ. Tel: (01733) 555988.



International Motor Show
John Naude enjoys his day out at Birmingham

I

I had the pleasure of attending 
this year's 70th International 
Motor Show at the Birmingham 
National Exhibition Centre on 
Tuesday, 25th October. This was 
their special day for disabled 
people, called Mobility Day.

This was my first time at the 
Motor Show and I was amazed at 
the sheer size of it. I had heard 
that the best thing to do was to 
buy a programme and use the 
plan of the exhibition to stop me 
from getting lost and confused.

In this article I would like to 
mention things like 0-60, torque 
ratios and brake horse power but I 
am afraid all that stuff goes over 
my head. My main concerns are 
the size of the boot, does it come 
with an automatic gearbox, 
comfort and design. (This is 
probably just a little bit better than 
if it is a nice colour!)

I was amazed at how busy the 
show was and how many 
companies were there. I was also

pleased to see so many disabled 
people roaming around the stands 
asking questions of the 
manufacturers about the design of 
cars for disabled people. When I 
consider how many cars were on 
show, and how many hatchbacks 
there were, it surprises me why so 
many of them have such a big lip 
into the boot.

The new cars to look out for are the 
Vauxhall Tigre, a small sporty 
looking car with quite a reasonable 
amount of space in the boot 
considering it is such a small car. 
Unfortunately, Vauxhall has no 
immediate plans to introduce a 
automatic gearbox in the near 
future but maybe in the not too 
distant future. Another car which 
at some point will also come out in 
an automatic gearbox is the new 
Volkswagen Polo (pictured). It has a 
deep boot which would suit a 
folded wheelchair or smallish 
rigid-framed wheelchair (without 
the parcel shelf in the car). Ford 
told me they are likely to bring out

HYDROCEPHALUS

START is our Service Team for Assessment, Rehabilitation and 
Training, specialising in the assessment of the individal needs of 
people with spina bifida and/or hydrocephalus. We provide a flexible, 
quality service - delivered promptly to your doorstep and at the right 
price. Please contact me to find out more: Joan Pheasant, ASBAH, 
Five Oaks, Ben Rhydding Drive, Ilkley, West Yorkshire, tel 01943- 
603013, or through ASBAH's National Centre, tel 01733-555988, fax 
01733-555985. Registered Charity 249338.

the Ford Escort with an automatic 
gearbox some time next year.

It was good to see that most stands 
had ramped access, although I was 
disappointed to see that Mazda 
exhibited all the top of the range 
cars on the ground level with the 
range of smaller cars up two large 
steps. I mentioned this to a 
representative who assured me 
this was not of their doing, but a 
problem caused by someone else. 
Hopefully, next time it won't be a 
problem.

The Motor Show is a good time to 
look and explore the cars all in one 
go. If you however are interested 
in a Porsche or one or two other 
"flashy" cars, then be prepared to 
climb stairs. They don't expect 
wheelchair-users to drive these 
sort of cars. Also discount 
rumours that the new Ferrari will 
be on the Motability scheme, with 
just a small deposit!

John Naude is ASBAH's 
mobility adviser.

START-ing up!
AT THE foot of this page, we run 
an advertisement for our new 
START service which will also 
appear in the Social Services 
Yearbook 1995.

The advert is aimed primarily at 
purchasers of services within the 
social services departments of local 
authorities, who need to be told 
that ASBAH is structured to help 
them meet their obligations 
towards people with spina bifida 

and/or hydrocephalus 
under the Community Care 
arrangements, by being in a 
position to provide detailed 
and careful assessments of 
individual needs. This 
expert knowledge and 
experience is missing in 
many SSDs.

The reference to price does 
not affect ASBAH's 
unswerving commitment to 
providing free services to 
our service- users at the 
point of delivery.

8
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Margaret pulls up the 
stumps on fieldwork!

AN ASBAH fieldworker, who stayed in post well 
beyond state retirement age when she found out 
there would be insufficient funds to replace her, has 
finally called it a day.

Margaret Holmes (63) became fieldworker for 
Bromley and Bexley seven years ago, having previ 
ously worked in a local council treasurer's depart 
ment as principal valuation officer.

Having spina bifida herself, she had been previously 
involved in the South Thames Local Association 
becoming its chairman for five years. She then be 
came an ASBAH fieldworker in the area.

She said: "I was going to do the job until I was 60, 
but found that ASBAH wouldn't be able to replace 
me if I left so I kept going for another three years."

An avid cricket fan, she and partner Geoff Harrison - 
who is treasurer of South Thames ASBAH - will be 
spending the first three weeks of her retirement in 
Zimbabwe on safari and a cricket tour.

They will be travelling with their favourite team, the 
Gloucestershire Gypsies - Margaret keeping tabs on 
the games as a scorer while Geoff doffs a Panama hat 
as an umpire.

She said: "I've always been interested in cricket - ever 
since my father used to take me to watch matches 
before the war. I was brought up with the game."

On their return to Britain, Mrs Holmes intends stay 
ing involved in the local association, a local bereave 
ment group, and the church - as well as running 
courses for cricket scorers.

Changes in Northern Ireland and Peterborough
AN EX-SOCIAL worker, who has 
been an ASBAH fieldworker for 
more than three years, has been 
appointed as one of our regional 
co-ordinators.

Margaret Young (52) was selected 
from four shortlisted candidates 
for the job in Northern Ireland 
Region. She was the only internal 
candidate, and succeeds Meta 
Harvey.

Margaret joined ASBAH as 
fieldworker for South & East 
Belfast & Ards Peninsula after 15 
years as a social worker, 
specialising in physical disability.

She spent four years at a special 
school where almost half of the 
pupils had spina bifida and 
hydrocephalus. Eleven years were 
then spent as social worker in a 
multi-disciplinary team, based at 
an assessment centre dealing with 
children with any sort of 
development problem from all 
over Northern Ireland.

Of her new job, which starts on 1 
December, Margaret said: "I'll be 
sorry to give up direct contact with

families. But I see my new role as 
an opportunity to develop services 
and look at the overall picture and 
be involved in the planning for the 
future."

The fieldworker vacancy left by 
Margaret Young will be filled.

At Peterborough, we also say farewell 
to Paul Wootton who leaves at 
Christmas after more than three years 
as fundraising/business liaison 
manager.

Paul (55) is to help manage and 
direct a young group of publishing

companies based in Peterborough.

Paul joined ASBAH from the 
finance world in 1992, having 
trained as an engineer and then 
spending 20 years with companies 
in the Midland Bank Group, 
progressing through management. 
A published writer, he lives with 
his wife Trish in Peterborough. 
The couple have two adult 
children.

ASBAH is to slightly restructure 
its fund-raising operation, and is 
advertising for a senior appeals 
manager.

'PEACE IS BREAKING OUT 1
A NEW era of peace seems to have broken out in Northern Ireland, 
said Meta Harvey, who in October resigned as ASBAH's regional co 
ordinator in Northern Ireland.

With the scaling back of paramilitary violence, she said: "It's very 
calm here at the moment and, while there are no guarantees that it will 
continue, it is a real pleasure after so long to walk down the street 
without seeing police and soldiers expecting trouble."

Mrs Harvey has become SENSE'S regional services manager in Northern 
Ireland after three years with ASBAH. She was working as a teacher in 
the prison service just before becoming ASBAH's education adviser in 
the Province - shortly before taking over the regional co-ordinator's 
reins from June Kerr.



Disability On Film By Paul Darke

\v-

NOT MANY books in circulation deal 
with disability and the cinema, so it 
is especially rewarding to come 

across a new publication that not only 
breaks new ground in this area but also 
excites and stimulates the readers (and has 
plenty of pictures to keep plebs like me 
happy).

I unreservedly recommend that all people 
with disabilities go out and buy (or order as 
will most probably be the case) Martin F 
Norden's The Cinema of Isolation: A 
History of Physical Disability in the 
Movies. Its analysis, and discussions, of all 
Hollywood films - plus many non-American 
movies - that have a physically disabled 
character in is bewildering in its scope. No 
movie is missed and the analysis of each of 
them is eclectic, academic and anecdotal, 
which, in turn, makes it highly informative, 
educational and readable.

Norden, with considerable skill and 
entertainment, clearly shows the derogatory 
road that images of disability have gone 
down; whilst highlighting different eras' 
specific concerns and pressures. For example, 
Norden conclusively shows that in the 
immediate aftermath of World War II 

.disability imagery improved (ie The 
i Best Years of Our Lives [1946] directed 

Jby William Wyler) due to the 
'involvement of that war's veterans and 
the subsequent liberal political climate.

Norden then, equally persuasively, reveals 
how the "Cold War" climate - and the 
Communist witch-hunts - left many of the 
progressive film makers out in the cold 
in a repressive and conservative political 
climate. Consequently, these combined 
events heralded the return of the one- 
dimensional disabled character as either a 
"sweet innocent" or "obsessive avenger."

The book covers not only "talkies" but silent 
as well including the very earliest one- 
reelers, with glorious titles such as The 
Cripple's Wedding, The Deaf-Mutes' Ball, The 
Legless Runner, The Little Cripple and, my 
favourite title, from a 1908 short, titled The 
Paralytic's Vengeance. The book also covers 
very new films such as Passion Fish, The 
Waterdance and The Fugitive.

Disabled people buy this book, but it 
should be compulsory reading for all 
film-makers, critics and scholars - those 
people most responsible for perpetuating 
and ignoring the treatment of people with 
disabilities in movies. I can but applaud 
Rutgers University Press for publishing this 
book as, sadly, it is as needed now as it 
ever has been. Though the £16.95 for the 
paper back (£48 for hardback!) is a little on 
the high side, it's a must.

Martin F Norden, The Cinema of Isolation: 
A History of Physical Disability in the 
Movies, Rutgers University Press (1994).

Equal rights for disabled people demanded in Gallup Poll
AN OVERWHELMING majority of the British people 
believe that the Government is not doing enough for 
disabled people, according to a national survey 
undertaken by Gallup for RADAR. Furthermore, it is 
an issue that affects the way many people are likely to 
vote.

The poll showed that 80% of Britons felt that the 
Government was not doing enough to ensure equal 
rights and opportunities for disabled people.

And - highlighting the strength of feeling behind this 
issue - 56% said they would be more likely to vote for 
a political party that brought in legislation which 
made it illegal to discriminate against disabled people 
- compared with just 3% who said they would be less 
likely to vote for a party introducing such legislation.

RADAR commissioned the Gallup survey to help 
establish public opinion on the subject of legislation 
and civil rights for disabled people, at a time when

the Government's consultation document Measures to 
Tackle Discrimination Against Disabled People was being 
debated.

The results of the survey - carried out between 2 and 
7 September when 1,056 men and women throughout 
Great Britain were questioned - were unequivocal.

When asked about legislation, eight out of 10 people 
said they believed the Government should introduce 
legislation to outlaw discrimination against disabled 
people.

The depth of public support for effective measures to 
improve the lives of disabled people in Britain were 
also highlighted by the survey. Huge majorities of 
people questioned felt it was very important that 
public transport and all buildings were accessible. 
Two-thirds said it was very important that the Gov 
ernment promote integrated education for disabled 
students.
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Cover-girl Sophie

F OR most nine-year-olds, the 
dream of becoming a cover- 
girl and following in the 

footsteps of Naomi, Claudia and 
Cindy remains just a dream.

But for Sophie Tippett, starring on 
her own front cover is just the start 
of what could be an exciting 
career.

What makes Sophie's story 
particularly special is the fact that, 
as well as being extremely pretty, 
she is a natural in front of the 
camera.

Sophie has spina bifida and 
hydrocephalus, and uses a 
wheelchair to get around. Her 
parents drive a Motability 
Vauxhall Astra on her behalf, and 
it was by entering photographs of 
their daughter in a "Motability 
Smile" competition that Sophie 
became a cover girl.

Mum Jan explained: "Sophie is 
very photogenic and has always 
wanted to be a pop star."

Although Sophie did not win the 
competition, she received a letter 
saying Motability wanted to use 
her picture on the front cover of 
the magazine.

She and her mum travelled to 
London to a studio in which 
promotional photographs have 
been taken of bands like East 17, 
Take That, Bad Boys Inc.

Mrs Tippett said: "There was a lot 
of waiting around while they got 
the right lighting and background 
but Sophie didn't complain. Then 
she was told to look a certain way 
and she'd shine for the camera and 
shine again. They said she was a 
natural."

But Sophie's stardom didn't end 
there. After returning home to 
Sheffield, a phone call from 
Motability said Vauxhall liked the

continued on page 12

Disabled models in demand
TALENTED people "with the right look" are being sought by a 

Birmingham-based agency which will help them carve out a career 
in the lucrative world of modelling.

The Louise Dyson Agency, based in Birmingham, started its quest for 
disabled models after a client realised it should advertise its mobility 
equipment using real-life wheelchair users - rather than able-bodied 
people pretending to be disabled.

So, agency and client got together to organise a national modelling 
competition to find the best disabled people to work with.

The competition attracted 600 entries, 100 of which were considered of 
high enough standard to be interviewed.

continued on page 12 
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Sophie Tippett, from page 11

photos so much they wanted to 
take more and conduct an 
interview at the Motor Show.

Mrs Tippett said: "On the day we 
went to the Motor Show, Sophie 
had the 'flu so wasn't as sparkling 
as she could have been. Again we 
sat waiting a long time as there 
were two takes."

At the end of an exhausting day, 
Sophie told her mother she would 
not be a model again unless it was 
something different.

Once home they received yet 
another phone call, this time from 
Whizz-Kidz - supplier of Sophie's 
wheelchair - who wanted to 
interview her for the Children In 
Need Appeal.

Mrs Tippett said: "Sophie wants to 
be a model and do a twirl but she 
walks with sticks and callipers, 
and I don't know how other 
people would respond.

"I'm all for promoting people with 
wheelchairs and mobility aids, but 
I'm not sure what Sophie really 
wants. Modelling looks so easy, 
but I don't think she realised how 
hard work it would be."

It's not the first time of fame for 
mother and daughter who starred 
on a front cover of Mother & Baby 
magazine when Sophie was two 
years old.

Louise Dyson's modelling agency, from page 11

A dozen men and women were eventually selected and trained, some 
of whom made BBC Breakfast Time recently when they wheeled 
themselves down the catwalk at the Naidex Exhibition modelling 
clothes from Next.

Louise Dyson, who owns the agency, believes opportunities for 
disabled models exist not just in the disabled market but in mainstream 
advertising too.

She said: "There is really no reason why a model with the required 
looks cannot advertise all sorts of products from shampoo to chocolate 
bars, while sitting, perhaps, in a wheelchair.

"Disabled people are consumers and it is about time they were repres 
ented somewhere in marketing campaigns."

However, she offered a word of warning to those thinking of becoming 
a model.

She said: "Modelling is still notoriously difficult to break into and it is 
unlikely to be much easier for disabled models. You will have to look 
outstanding and you will, of course, require the stamina and tenacity to 
travel from one studio to the next, suitably equipped and looking 
exactly right when you arrive for each session."

At times, Louise has been less than impressed with the motivation of 
some disabled models, who have proved unreliable at keeping appoint 
ments or who expect everything to be done for them.

Louise said: "I want to promote everybody, whether they have a 
disability or not, but the only way I can do this is for them to get their 
act together."

She added: "We can offer advice and help to photographers, concern 
ing access and assistance on set.

"The idea is that clients must be able to achieve at least the same 
results as those expected of able-bodied models - and at no extra cost or 
hassle to themselves."

For more details about modelling as a career contact the Louise Dyson 
Agency Ltd, 95 Spencer Street, The Jewellery Quarter, Birmingham, 
B18 6DA. Telephone (0121) 554 7878.

Mark's a male model
THIRTY-six- 
year-old 
wheelchair- 
user Mark 
Agar takes up 
modelling 
opportunities 
as they arise 
but still keeps 

his full-time office job.

He started modelling when his 
employer, Sunrise Medical,wanted 
disabled rather than able-bodied 
people to show off its mobility 
equipment. That was several years 
ago now and he continues to take

modelling jobs when they are 
offered.

He entered the Model In A Million 
competition and, although he did 
not come anywhere, remains on 
the books of the Louise Dyson 
Agency in case any work arises.

Mark, who has spina bifida and 
lives in Edgbaston, Birmingham, 
said one of the most important 
qualities needed by disabled 
people to become models was 
confidence.

He said: "Confidence doesn't 
happen straight away with

wheelchair users and it takes a lot 
for them to take that first move."

Other qualities needed, he said, 
depended on the type of 
modelling.

"You need a reasonable physique 
and look smart. If you're going to 
model clothes you need to have a 
good fitting structure."

The work Mark has done for 
Sunrise Medical, one of the biggest 
independent suppliers of mobility 
equipment, has included 
promotional videos and 
photographs for brochures.
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Sandra's Wheel Challenge
Liz Cawthorne reports on a disabled woman who rode 200 miles around 
Ireland on a specially adapted cycle for charity. And she enjoyed it so 
much she is already planning her next three-wheeled challenge.

30-year-old woman with 
spina bifida and hydro- 

cephalus who completed a 200- 
mile cycle ride hopes her 
achievement will inspire others.

Sandra Cole (pictured), who has 
difficulty walking, trained for 
three months to be strong enough 
in the upper part of her body to 
complete the Cork-to-Kerry run on 
a specially adapted cycle.

The £2,000 machine moves by 
rotating the handlebars, attached 
to the chain, while keeping the legs 
still. It was made by Chevron of 
Liverpool and brought for her by 
the Venture Abilities Trust.

The Ireland achievement - 
completed in September along 
with 130 able bodied people - has, 
in part, made up for a knock in 
confidence Sandra experienced 
when she lost her job just over a 
year ago.

As someone with hydrocephalus 
she has a certain level of learning 
difficulty and admits her output is 
about 30% of an able-bodied 
person.

She took part in the sponsored 
cycle ride because of her interest 
in "Third World" issues and all 
money raised will go to VSO - 
Voluntary Service Overseas.

Sandra, of Southampton, said: "I 
got involved with VSO five years 
ago as a continuation of my Duke 
of Edinburgh Gold Award which 
was covered in LINK. I would 
love to go abroad with VSO but 
don't have the academic 
qualifications so I decided to get 
involved on the fundraising side."

She added: "It took me a long 
time to find anyone interested in 
helping me to complete the VSO 
Charity Bike Ride, but eventually 
Venture Abilities Trust wrote back

Adult disability service is 
not the one and only

JUST in case readers gained an 
impression from the headline At 
last... An Adult Disability Service 
in the August LINK that Dr 
Richard Morgan's clinic at the 
Chelsea and Westminster 
Hospital is the only one in the 
country, we have been reminded 
by Sister Deirdre Browning of the 
adult service for people with 
spina bifida and hydrocephalus 
at the Chailey Heritage centre, 
East Sussex.

This clinic, usually available on 
alternate Friday mornings, has 
been running with the help of 
Sussex ASBAH since 1984. 
Consultants, specialist nurses,

therapists and a fieldworker are 
all are hand. Hospital transport is 
also available by prior 
arrangement.

Sister Browning adds that 
Chailey's rehabilitation engineers 
frequently come to the clinic to 
sort out seating problems, and 
also orthotics. "This means that 
boots and appliances can be 
sorted at the time of 
appointment".

LINK hopes to carry a full feature 
on the work of the adult clinic in 
a future issue. Watch out for Liz 
Cawthorne's report in February or 
April.

to me and said they could help me 
find a cycle."

Sandra enjoyed the cycle ride so 
much - despite feeling tired and 
the bike suffering a technical hitch 
on the first day - she is already 
planning the next one.

She said: "I want to cycle from 
Land's End to John O'Groats for 
VSO and another charity in 1996 
but I'll need people willing to act 
as a back-up team and medical 
team and sponsorship for 
accommodation on the route."

"I hope my cycle ride in Ireland 
will inspire others. What with 
losing our jobs and all the other 
things we have to put up with, I 
hope people in a similar situation 
to me will pick themselves up and 
get going again.

"My philosophy is everyone has 
something they are good at and I 
enjoy a challenge. It's no fun 
sitting around feeling sorry for 
yourself."

  Sandra is looking to raise 
thousands of pounds for VSO 
from the Cork-to-Kerry ride, as 
well as raising money to buy the 
special cycle from Venture 
Abilities Trust.

Anyone who would like to 
contribute to the VSO total 
should send a cheque to: 
Helen Castle, VSO, 317 Putney 
Bridge Road, London, SW15 2PN, 
saying the money is in support of 
Sandra Cole's cycle ride.
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Rolling back through
W HEELS and chairs 

have been around a 
long time - since about 

4,000 BC. But it was a long time 
before anyone had the bright idea 
of putting the two together.

Research by Herman L Kamenez, 
first published in the American 
Journal of the History of Medicine in 
1969, came up with China as the 
source for the very first picture of 
a wheeled chair. A stone 
sarcophagus, dated around 525 
AD, shows a pious youth 
attending an older man who 
seems to be squatting in an elegant 
- if uncushioned - three-wheeler... 
a sort of platform on wheels.

Until then, and for long 
afterwards, the standard transport 
for sick and wounded people was 
simply a litter. For people who 
preferred to sit up, the sedan chair 
dates back to the Romans.

The Chinese, according to Dr 
Kamenez, can also be thanked for 
the final variation on the theme - 
the wheelbarrow. Invented by the 
Chinese in the third century AD, it 
took until the twelfth century to

get to Europe, via the Crusades.

Human ingenuity devised lots of 
different ways to use these basic 
mechanisms. Often they were 
invented and constructed by the 
users themselves, a theme that 
continues today.

For instance, reports Dr Kamenez, 
you could simply put rollers 
under a standard household chair. 
By the sixteenth century, these 
"chairs of commodity" could have 
head wings, arm rests, and even a 
reclining back, worked on a 
ratchet.

The ultimate example might be the 
"gout chair" built for Philip II of 
Spain in 1595, with four wheels 
and adjustable back, leg rest and 
arm rests.

A century later, there were 20 
assorted rolling chairs at the 
Palace of Versailles, and the Sun 
King, Louis XIV, spent whole days 
in his "roulette".

Less regal users had an interest in 
being self-propelled. Dr Kamenez 
finds several designs in 
seventeenth century Germany.

Back to basics: the wheelbarrow dates back to third century China. Picture: Mary Evans Library

The most influential seems to have 
been the low-slung model, home 
made by a paraplegic watchmaker 
in 1655. "His choice of the 
mechanism to turn the wheels was 
certainly no coincidence," says Dr 
Kamenez. "Faithful to his trade, he 
used cog-wheels turned by two 
cranks.

"Until today, over 300 years later, 
cranks have continued to be used 
to turn the small wheels of chairs."

Meanwhile, the good old sedan 
confined to be the choice for 
simplicity. The nuisance was, of 
course, that you needed two 
people to carry it. A bright 
Frenchman, Dupin, in 1669 
thought of subtracting one 
footman and substituting a front 
wheel (thus marrying the sedan to 
the wheelbarrow).

The resulting hybrid, Dr Kamenez 
reports, sprouted lots of variations 
- notably an open front, and a 
steering rod for the occupant. And 
so, inexorably, was born that solid, 
unstoppable institution... the 
Bath chair.

_____ Its inventor proper was 
probably one John 
Dawson of Bath, who in 
1798 actually called 
himself a "wheel-chair 
maker". And what a 
chair! Typically, said Dr 
Kamenez, the Bath chair 
had two large wheels at 
the back, a smaller one 
at the front, a steering 
rod and an attendant to 
do the actual pushing 
(or pulling). Framework 
and wheels were of iron, 
topped by a canvas 
hood for the rain.

A parallel development 
for indoors was the 
midline-swivelling 
wheel, and chairs with 
wheels large enough to 
be turned by the user.
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time A brief history of the wheelchair by
Laura Swaffield. This article first appeared

in Therapy Weekly.
Wheel patterns varied, as
did the chair itself from
wood to wicker, and
accessories like footboards
came and went. But the
main development was
lighter construction and
bigger wheels. By the late ""''
nineteenth century, says Dr
Kamenez, some US models
had a hand trim on the _ __
wheels.

At this point, he says, the impulse 
for further progress came from a 
new element - the bicycle. When 
bicycle wheels changed from 
wood to wire spokes, so did 
wheelchair wheels. When rubber 
tyres came in, they went on to 
wheelchairs as well.

And, ever since, the sporting 
world has been the driving force 
behind developments in 
wheelchairs.

Peter Carruthers of Bromakin 
Wheelchairs - himself the 100m 
gold medallist at the Seoul 
Paralympics - explains: "Most the 
recent developments began with 
wheelchair sports, particularly 
basketball, which began in about 
1945. The new ability to synthesize 
penicillin, which came during the 
war, suddenly meant that more 
people with spinal injuries were 
surviving.

"Previously, people might have 
had to use wheelchairs for other 
things, but they weren't primarily 
for people who just had paralysis 
of the lower limbs.

"Next, Ludwig Guttman at Stoke 
Mandeville started using sports as 
rehabilitation.

"The first lightweight chairs were 
made in California in the 
seventies, because it was the centre 
of the aircraft industry. 
Aluminium was being used to 
manufacture planes, and was 
readily available. So were devices 
like quick-release pins, fitted to

Hie Bath chair: there has never been 
Picture: Mary

anything quite like, it - or has there? 
Evans Library

planes to make servicing and 
loading easier. Polyurethane parts, 
and small front casters, came in 
around the late seventies. They 
were originally developed for 
skateboards!"

At this point, the wheel started to 
come full circle, says Ric Cassell, 
another wheelchair racer. "Bright 
sparks added other developments, 
like box frames and a different 
camber on the back wheels. In the 
early eighties, a couple of 
tetraplegics in the US started to 
use basketball chairs as a basis for 
everyday wheelchairs.

"People bought them, and realised 
they were good for playing sports 
in. Now, a lot of people call a 
lightweight chair a sports chair. I 
have to explain, even to therapists, 
that lightweight chairs aren't 
sports chairs, but are designed to 
maximise performance. They 
allow, for instance, a high-level 
tetraplegic to go out in a manual.

"The folding chair is outsold now 
in the UK by rigid chairs, which 
built in titanium can be as light as 
six pounds. A tetraplegic can just 
lift it into his passenger seat.

"In the US, in particular, they have 
developed an extremely good 
range of chairs with accessories 
that make them suitable for an 
enormous range of people - 
effectively, custom chairs.

"It is not good enough to fit the 
customer to the nearest size in

stock. An inch difference in the 
seat width, or the sling depth, or 
the frame depth, can make all the 
difference. And this is the real 
secret.

"People often are tempted to buy 
all kinds of expensive accessories 
like arm rests. I tell them that these 
are not needed if the chair is well 
enough adjusted to the user."

Detailed experience, says Mr 
Cassell, may be the key. But it is 
often in short supply.

"Some PTs and OTs have a specific 
interest in wheelchairs, but that's 
not the way the system has been 
set up in this country. The job is 
not necessarily given to someone 
who has any more than basic 
training."

And, in the country where the last 
major development boost started, 
the United States, Ed Rowan, of 
Eastern Paralysed Veterans 
Association wheelchair services, 
looks back and sees a return to 
essentials.

Disabled in the Korean War, he 
was issued with a 701b chair, with 
heavy duty wheels and axles, 
which was nearly half his own 
weight of 160 Ib. Since then, he 
says, he has gained weight and the 
chairs have lost weight! The 
impetus, he confirms, came from 
post-war sport, in the US very 
much pioneered by war veterans.

Turn to page 16 
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From page 15

"They played, especially basketball, 
in those old clunkers, right through 
the fifties and sixties. Civilians 
started joining in the games. Then 
people started experimenting.

"The angled-out camber, for 
instance, came from a guy called 
Bud Rumple in Detroit, who 
developed it in his garage and then 
started selling to teams all over."

Meanwhile, says Mr Rowan, a quite 
different development took place - 
power chairs . "You never saw a 
power chair in the vets' hospitals in 
the sixties. They were resisted for a 
long time. The authorities thought 
people would get run over.

"They were very jerky at first, too. 
Now, I almost feel they are over- 
sophisticated.

"The trouble is, things have got so

refined that you get more 
breakdowns. I went to a 
conference in South Carolina 
recently where they said that 
power chairs are down for 25 per 
cent of the time."

Power chairs, all the same, have 
brought a whole new dimension 
of independence. The cheapest 
option is the scooter, first seen in 
the US in the sixties. Front-wheel 
drive models were supplemented 
by more powerful rear-wheel 
drive versions in the eighties.

Essentially a seat mounted on a 
wheeled platform with a tiller 
control, the scooter brought extra 
power to the growing number of 
disabled people with reasonably 
good upper-body function.

Meanwhile, powered wheelchairs 
have forged ahead in the past 20 
years. The jerky, old joystick

control boxes have gone, and so 
have belt and chain-driven 
models. Instead, a huge choice of 
options (for those with the money) 
allows anything from individually 
programmed controls to stair- 
climbing.

A less space-age, but equally valid, 
advantage of the powered 
wheelchair over the scooter is its 
ability to take sophisticated and/ 
or customised seating. And seating 
itself has progressed quite 
dramatically in the past 20 years 
on the twin fronts of posture 
control and pressure area relief.

Next move? Who knows? The 
message seems to be that, 
whatever technical wonders come 
along, they need to remain 
centered on the real needs of the 
human being in the chair.

Ltuira Swaffield is a freelance journalist.

And now... get wheely up-to-date
uv.v JTn buying o whee/chSrtodciyby 
John «m.«i^ASBAHinob«Hy odvfeef

O NE OF the good things 
about the development in 
wheelchairs is that it has 

given wheelchair users more choice, 
instead of accepting whichever one 
the wheelchair service decided to 
provide.

Before you contemplate buying a 
wheelchair, try and get it through 
your local wheelchair service, or 
through your local PACT team at 
the employment centre. (This may 
be through the Access to Work 
scheme). The important thing is to 
approach them once you know 
what wheelchair it is you NEED.

Don't say you need it for sport, that 
does not count. Say you need it for 
climbing kerbs, for example.

The problem maybe is that you may 
not know what wheelchair you 
need or want. The most important 
thing to do is to ask yourself what 
are my needs? It is very easy to be

tempted by the glossy brochures, 
and the brilliant colour of the 
chair. Colour is important, but 
there are many other things to 
think about first.

Think about what you want to 
do with the wheelchair. Are you 
going to use it around the house 
and occasionally going to the 
shops, or are you wanting to go 
abseiling or cross-country 
trekking? How strong does it 
need to be? Is it likely to get 
thrown about playing sports? Is 
it going to be used mainly on 
pavements or do you live in the 
country and go over rough 
terrain? How light does the 
wheelchair have to be?

If you are unable to lift the 
standard wheelchair into your 
car, might it be worth considering 
a made-to-measure wheelchair - 
even if it means spending more 
money? You also need to think

about the size of car you drive or 
your family and friends drive. 
There are a vast amount of 
wheelchairs on the market, try as 
many out for yourself. See what 
the differences are in each 
wheelchair.

The whole thing about choosing a 
wheelchair is to make sure you 
know what you need. It is very 
similar to buying a car. You think 
of what you are going to use it for, 
short or long journeys. Does it 
need to be a large car or a small 
nippy thing. How much comfort 
do you want from it? Does it need 
to be quite big for you? Then you 
should think about the servicing. 
How good is the company you are 
buying from and do they give 
good after-sales services?

You are the buyer - so you can ask 
as many questions as you would 
like to ask.

If you are still unsure, then please 
feel free to give me a ring at 
National Office. Don't go spending 
lots of money on a wheelchair if 
you are not absolutely sure that it 
is the right one for you.
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1994 AGM, NATIONAL ASBAH - FOUR-PAGE FEATURE

L INKS have been forged 
between ASBAH and the 
local authority directors 

who head up social services 
departments across the country.

Roy Taylor, (pictured right), 
director of social services for the 
Royal Borough of Kingston- 
upon-Thames and chair of the 
Association of Directors of Social 
Services disabilities committee, 
addressing the AGM, said that the 
initial contact was made after he 
had heard about the closure of 
Five Oaks on Radio 4's Does He 
Take Sugar? programme.

After meeting ASBAH's executive 
director, Andrew Russell, he was 
invited to speak at our annual 
meeting.

In his presentation at the AGM, Mr 
Taylor looked at Community Care 
and the impact it was having on 
service provision for disabled 
people.

Why Community Care?

In the 10 years leading up to 1989, 
Government spending on 
residential care for disabled and 
elderly people exploded from £10 
million to £1.5 billion.

This massive increase in spending 
probably played a significant part 
in the Government introducing

ASBAH LINKS WITH 
LOCAL AUTHORITY* 

SERVICE DIRECTORS*
legislation relating access to 
residential care to need and 
limiting the cash level to 1989 
levels (except for inflation).

The emphasis on service provision 
has been transferred from 
residential care to home care, day 
care and respite care. There is also 
a shift in who is the service 
provider from health authority to a 
wider range of organisations - the 
private sector and charities - and a 
move from a fragmented to a more 
co-ordinated approach.

The main difficulty in 
implementing Community Care 
has been changeovers in staff and 
the time it takes new staff to 
become familiar with all the 
relevant legislation, contained in 
some half a dozen Acts of 
Parliament.

Another difficulty to overcome has 
been tackling the position 
disability has in the general

pecking order of public services 
provided by local authorities.

Care Management Roles

1. Assessment of needs.

2. Co-ordination of special 
assessments.

3. Agree a written care plan.

4. Completing a complex needs 
assessment form and service 
plan.

5. Commission services.

6. Co-ordinate package of care.

7. Review services.

Mr Taylor said: "Most social 
services departments are split 
between purchasing and 
providing units and the jury is out 
as to whether these activities 
should be split or combined.

"A small amount of staff means 
many carry out two roles."

Continued on page 18

Director reports on a full, productive year,
IV TEW challenges and past 

-L \ achievements were spotlighted 
in a report given by executive director 
Andrew Russell (pictured left).

As well as maintaining an individ 
ual, caring approach, he said ASBAH 
was a specialised organisation with a 
lot of knowledge and experience. It

stayed close to its roots through local associations,
members, clients and committees.

It has professional staff who are highly motivated; 
many contacts with outside experts; and effective 
fundraising teams, who have organised a wide range 
of appeals.

Among the challenges faced by ASBAH, Mr Russell 
said, was to place disability higher on the public 
agenda, and on the agenda of public services. Spina 
bifida and hydrocephalus should be at the forefront 
so that appropriate services are made available to 
clients and families.

Other challenges were to develop fundraising so that 
ASBAH could extend its services, publicity and 
research; and to market these services so they could 
be extended and more effective.

In confronting these challenges, Mr Russell said, 
perhaps the most important factor ivas "getting the 
message across" through study days, giving advice,

continued on page 18
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From page 17 

SOCIAL SERVICES 

What has changed?

More people are demanding care 
services, which is good news, but 
in many cases the amount of 
money in the pot has gone down.

Mr Taylor said: "I have lost £2 
million in my budget in the Royal 
Borough of Kingston because of 
spending cuts."

Progress in the first year of 
Community Care

According to Arthritis Care, the 
assessment process is financially- 
driven rather than needs-led. The 
charity, which has one of the 
largest memberships in Britain, 
says most local authorities do not 
have the staff to carry out the 
assessment needs necessary.

RADAR - the Royal Association 
for Disability and Rehabilitation - 
says that consultation, 
collaboration, co-operation and 
communication are sadly lacking 
in many local authorities.

And The Carers' National 
Association says most carers have 
noticed no improvement since the 
introduction of Community Care.

Mr Taylor cited the case of a target 
figure of 117,000 new assessments 
of elderly and disabled people for 
1992/93 actually reaching half a 
million.

Problems of Community Care

  The language is difficult to 
understand.

  Building access is inadequate.

  People are unsure what their 
entitlement is and do not know 
what it is all about. Many are 
fearful of saying anything negative 
about a service in case it is taken 
away.

  Not enough occupational 
therapists.

  Charges are now having to be 
made for services when previously 
they were free..

  Increasing costs of transport.

  Unmet needs.

What can be done to improve 
things?

  More money.

  More involvement of disabled 
people.

  Use less jargon and explain 
terms.

  Publicising complaints.

  Saying that advocacy is all 
right.

  Providing disability awareness 
training.

  Working with other groups for 
disabled people like ASBAH.

While he is chairman of the 
disabilities committee, Mr Taylor 
wants to raise the profile of 
disabled people and press 
Government to establish a 
disability team to go around the 
country and demonstrate what 
good practice is."

He said: "It's a difficult time 
financially but there are staff up 
and down the country who are 
sensitive to disability."

'All we ask for the old level playing field1
From page 17

advocating existing services, giving talks and 
publicity.

For example onfolic acid, ASBAH had been involved 
in the production of one million leaflets to the public, 
health education agencies and professionals and had 
jointly organised a symposium which was well 
attended by national and international 'experts from 
medicine, biology, nutrition and industry, with 
representatives from two Government departments.

Spina Bifida Week, organised with the help of 
vitamin makers Larkhall Natural Health, was 
another successful vehicle in obtaining publicity for 
ASBAH - gaining coverage on 11 TV programmes and 
52 radio stations nationwide and many magazines 
and newspapers.

Congratulations were extended to Tracey Proudlock 
on her video diary, Mother's Pride, which was 
screened on BBC 2 in the summer.

Civil rights politics

On the issue of civil rights for disabled people, Mr 
Russell stressed that ASBAH would continue to play 
its part, with other national disability groups, to 
keep up pressure on the Government.

He said: "The measures suggested by Government to 
replace rights have been discussed by our forum of 
members with disabilities, YVIA (Your Voice in 
ASBAH).

"They have recently come up with a very clear and 
helpful response which I believe should be a guide to 
ASBAH's policy on this important matter."

Mr Russell added: "What disabled people are asking 
for is the good old level playing field. Just like racial 
minorities and women, whose rights are now 
protected in law in important ways, disabled people 
suffer discrimination, and it is not enough to hope 
that society will gradually adjust attitudes, access 
and services." Continued on page 20
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Tales from two 
hemispheres

TWO visitors from overseas, looking to take back 
information about ASBAH to their own 

countries, were special guests at the annual meeting.

  WALLACE Sagansky is vice-president of the Spina 
Bifida Association of Canada which has been going 
for 14 years.

People with spina bifida and hydrocephalus are 
fortunate in Canada in that every city has specialised 
clinics, funded by the state, where clients can see 
several different specialists, he told LINK.

However, the association is run 
mainly by volunteers and is much 
smaller than its British counter 
part. Canada has about 3,600 
people directly affected by spina 
bifida and hydrocephalus.

Mr Sagansky's involvement in 
Canada's association stems from 
having a daughter born with spina 
bifida 19 years ago.

He said: "I didn't know anything 
about it and went to find out from 
a local group and got more and 
more involved."

At that time, there was no national 
organisation but a large number of 
local groups scattered across 
Canada.

Then - in 1980, the Year of 
Disabled People - the groups were 
given a grant to form a national 
organisation.

Mr Sagansky, an engineer working 
temporarily in Britain, is now keen 
to find out more about what goes 
on over here.

if Above: Mrs Sekatawa and her 
children in Uganda with (left) her 
husband, East African journalist 
Livingstone Sekatawa. Far left: 
Wallace Sagansky, vice-president 
ofSB A Canada.

M LIVINGSTONE Sekatawa has 
two daughters with hydrocephalus 
and the family had to travel from 
Uganda to Kenya in order for 
them to receive treatment.

Seven-year-old Sandra and three- 
year-old Sharon now both have 
hydrocephalus shunts fitted.

Mr Sekatawa is prepared to give 
up his job as journalist on the East 
African newspaper, The Daily 
Nation, in order to get ASBAH 
Uganda off the ground.

Mr Sekatawa said: "Ninety-five 
per cent of people with

hydrocephalus die very young.

"The new association will start 
small. I'm already in touch with 
some companies which are willing 
to lend a hand in helping to get an 
office which will act as a contact 
point."

The reason for Mr Sekatawa's visit 
to ASBAH's national centre in 
Peterborough was to obtain 
information before proceeding any 
further.

He said: "I hope to open the office 
for ASBAH incorporating Uganda 
in Kampala in October."

He said: "I'm impressed with the 
administrative set-up. You've been 
around for almost 30 years, 
whereas we are fairly young.

"We have common goals. We both 
have a folic acid programme to 
encourage women to take 
supplements.

"Our next step is to become 
involved internationally, 
depending on funding."

First executive elections for years!
FOR THE first time for as long as anyone can remember, there was an 
election to fill nine vacancies on the Executive Committee. Twelve 
people were nominated to fill these vacancies.

Those elected were: Geoff Baxter (Leeds and Bradford ASBAH, 
retiring member of executive), Edward Evans (Northern Ireland 
ASBAH), Brian Henley (retiring executive member), Charles Ortner 
(hon treasurer), Eric Prentice (London NE ASBAH, retiring exec), 
Tracey Proudlock (YVIA), Zem Rodaway (YVIA, retiring exec), Alan 
Twyford (Surrey ASBAH, YVIA), Pauline Wood (N Wales ASBAH).
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No mean result
SPENDING on services stayed 
the same in the year 199314 - no 
small achievement during a time 
of recession, according to hono 
rary treasurer, Charles Ortner.

This had largely been achieved 
because the amount of money 
given to ASBAH increased during 
the year - a trend which could in 
itself mark the end of the rec 
ession.

Mr Ortner said the total oper 
ating deficit for 1993/4 (£69,857) 
shrunk to just £11,000 when the 
cost of setting up of ASBAH's 
new trading company, Computer 
Sense Ltd, (£58,487) was ded 
ucted.

This compared extremely well 
with the operating deficit of the 
previous year which stood at 
£76,976.

Guarantee on non-duplication
ASBAH national centre came 
under fire from a local association 
representative who claimed too 
much was being spent on salaries.

Geoff Harrison, treasurer of South 
Thames ASBAH, was referring to 
the £1,246,916 spent on staff wages 
and salaries, as revealed in the 
Annual Report and Review 1994.

The organisation, he said, was 
becoming too top-heavy and there 
was the danger that region- 
alisation would simply duplicate 
services.

Mr Harrison said: "You are keen 
on regionalisation but are bound 
to keep staff at head office here.

"What we want is fieldworkers not 
administered locally. Decentral 
isation is a national trend which 
ASBAH is blindly following. For 
ASBAH, it's going to be expensive 
at a time when we can't afford it.

Any extra should go into 
providing services."

His comments were answered by 
ASBAH's executive director 
Andrew Russell and chairman 
Patrick Daunt.

Mr Russell said expenditure had, 
in fact, gone down and the number 
of staff employed had fallen.

"The way money is spent is always 
under review. The general 
philosophy of ASBAH is as a 
provider of services and services 
expenditure."

Chairman Patrick Daunt 
commented: "We are keeping a 
constant eye on avoiding 
duplication of effort and I give my 
guarantee that the points you've 
raised will be looked at. Our next 
strategy planning meeting of the 
executive committee is due in the 
spring."

Three projects ready when funding allows'
from page 18

Mr Russell said it had been a year of great demands 
on ASBAH staff and services, as had been shown 
from fieldwork reports and regional reports. Yet the 
organisation had been unable to develop services 
significantly because income had broadly stayed the 
same as in the previous year, while costs had risen.

He said ASBAH had continued to make strong bids 
to local authorities for fieldworker services and 
there was scope for contracts once the new system of 
Community Care planning has settled down.

He reported on plans to launch two new regions - 
the Eastern Region and Northern Region.

These would add to the Northern Ireland Region and 
SE Region, ivhich had showed success in creating 
better networks for onward referral as well as 
bringing information and training about spina bifida 
and hydrocephalus to fellow professionals.

Mr Russell said START - our new Service Team for 
Assessment, Rehabilitation and Training - would 
pick up from where Five Oaks stopped, after 
providing a service for 18 years.

20

The setting up of a new Education Advisory 
Committee was mentioned, together with the 
appointment of education adviser Peter Walker as a 
member of the new Special Educational Needs 
Tribunal.

Two projects funded through ASBAH's Medical 
Advisory Committee - one into drug treatment for 
hydrocephalus and the other into lack of knowledge 
about folic acid among women of child-bearing age - 
are currently underway. Mr Russell said: "Shortage of 
funds has limited the amount of new research we can 
initiate at present, and we have at least three projects 
ready for funding when circumstances permit."

With ASBAH's support, a national hydrocephalus 
shunt registry had been funded by the NHS, together 
with an evaluation unit which tests shunts in 
laboratory conditions at Addenbrooke's Hospital in 
Cambridge.

Mr Russell said: "These developments are overdue, in 
the sense that factual information abotrt the 
performance of shunts, and a central database of 
people with shunts, will add to the safety and 
effectiveness of shunts nationally."
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Particular thanks are extended 
to the following all the young 
people and families, the res 
idential units I visited during 
the study, ASBAH's fieldivork 
department (in particular Gina 
Broughton, Teresa Cole and all 
fieldivorkers), Dr Dot Laivton 
at the Family Fund, York, Mr 
Chris Rassdale and finally 
Doctors Martin Bax, Hutchins 
and O'Donahue, ivho carried 
out the medical assessments.

N INCREASING number 
of reports are now being 
written by carers for 

carers (Coiven, 1994) or by 
researchers with disabilities, who 
address the specific needs of 
disabled people (Oliver, 1992; 
Reiser, 1993). This article describes 
the personal views, concerns and 
needs of 95 young disabled people, 
aged between 16 and 25, who 
have spina bifida and/or hydro- 
cephalus.

Although undertaken by an able- 
bodied researcher, advice about 
questionnaire/interview design 
was obtained from a young person 
with spina bifida. He was not part 
of the research sample. His cont 
ribution was pivotal to the dev 
elopment of this research and is 
much appreciated.

STUDY AIMS

To examine the educational, 
career, work and housing 
opportunities available to young 
people and to establish to what 
extent these are met.

To review and evaluate the 
provision of health and social 
services both prior to and post- 
leaving school.

To review the current medical 
health status, in particular shunt/ 
catheter care, urinary incontinence 
and the young person's or carer's 
ability to deal with these.

In the last of a four-part series for LINK, our 
former research fellow MADDIE BLACKBURN 

reports on the findings of her 
study into the health and social 
needs of young adults with spina 
bifida and/or hydrocephalus. In 
particular, she discusses their 

1 health status, independence 
training, career opportunities, access and mobility.

To assess the degree to which 
young people with spina bifida 
achieve independence in adult life 
and examine the possibilities and 
opportunities offered to them for 
living independently.

To provide some baseline 
information about the young 
person's health, educational and 
social development.

To examine the opportunities 
offered to young adults to make 
relationships with their peers.

METHODOLOGY

The study was carried out in the 
North West Thames region. All the 
young people were known to the 
former Westminster Children's 
Hospital. Some of the people 
interviewed now live in Kent or 
Surrey. Others were contacted 
through the Family Fund, Social 
Policy Research Unit, York, 
ASBAH's fieldwork database, the 
Westminster Hospital medical 
records department, district and 
local social service departments 
registers. Approval for this study 
was obtained from the local 
research medical ethics committee.

Over the last two decades there 
has been an enormous decline in 
global spina bifida births. In the 
1970s birth prevalence was about 
4.5 per 1,000. In 1991 it was only 
0.18 per 1,000 in the United 
Kingdom (Seller, 1994). Birth 
prevalence within the North West

has traditionally been higher than 
in the South East of England 
(OPCS, 1993).

At the beginning of this study the 
population within the North West 
Thames was thought to be about 
618,874 with a low prevalence of 
spina bifida. Originally we ant 
icipated contacting about 200 
adults with spina bifida. We only 
identified 164 people. Of these, 50 
young people were contacted by 
the Family Fund. Only 18 replied. 
Of the 18, four people had died, 
seven had moved away from the 
region or were no longer in touch 
with the former Westminster 
Hospital. Two young people were 
geographically out of scope for this 
study. From our other sources, 18 
people refused, 23 had moved and 
no contact address was available 
and a further 12 had died. Ninety- 
eight adults agreed to take part but 
three were geographically out of 
scope.

It would seem that the original, 
identified sample size was 
probably representative of the 
overall number of people with 
spina bifida and/or hydrocephalus 
living within this region.

Information was obtained from 95 
young adults between ages 16-25 
years. 16-19-year-olds were also 
included in order to determine the 
needs, expectations and concerns 
both before and on leaving the

Continued on page 22
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From page 21

school system. The majority of 
respondents, however, were over 
18 years at the time of interview.

All young adults were sent an 
explanatory letter outlining the 
aims of the study (listed above) and 
inviting their participation in a 
personal interview. The interviews 
took place either at home, hospital 
or other mutually convenient 
venue. A separate letter and 
consent form was sent for the 
medical component of this study. 
Where necessary or requested, a 
preliminary home visit was offered 
to provide further information 
about all sections of the study. 
Three young people asked for this 
prior to the first interview. Many 
parents opened and answered 
their son or daughter's corres 
pondence on their behalf. Several 
parents telephoned for further 
information.

Information was obtained through 
two separate interviews, mainly 
undertaken by the author. Dr 
Martin Bax or his senior registrar 
carried out a separate health 
assessment either within home, 
hospital or residential institution. 
Maddie Blackburn attended most 
of the medical assessments and all 
those involving women.

During the social health interview 
with the young person, carers 
were invited to complete a sep 
arate questionnaire either 
independently or with the help of 
the researcher. This section of the 
study was described in the last 
edition of LINK. The carer 
interview aimed to offer reliable 
back-up to the information 
provided by the young person 
(particularly for those people in 
the study who had associated 
retentive memory difficulties). 
Several young adults asked their 
carers to be present at the 
interview. Some parents asked to 
attend and others insisted on being 
present.

Ninety five young people took 
part in the medical interview but 
only 44 agreed to medical

examination. The medical 
assessment was divided into two 
sections, an interview and an 
examination. Most of the medical 
assessments were carried out at 
home or in residential units with 
the prior permission of the 
authority concerned. We think the 
home-based assessment may have 
influenced the higher refusal rate 
for the medical examination. A 
hospital-based assessment was 
also offered but travelling and 
inconvenience meant this was not 
always feasible for the young 
person. Clearly the demand for 
long-term adult medical assess 
ment is indicated by the increasing 
number of new referrals which the 
young adult disability service at 
Chelsea and Westminster Hospital, 
London continues to receive 
(reported in a recent edition of 
LINK).

The medical interview included 
questions about childhood 
surgery, specific health problems, 
hospital and general practitioner 
support. The second section 
included measurements of blood 
pressure, head circumference, arm 
span and examination of the spine 
and valve. Carers and hospital 
medical records provided valuable 
information and accuracy about 
investigations, number of 
operations and dates.

A semi-structured client-led 
interview was carried out on a 
random selection of 20 young 
adults living at home, 
independently or within a 
residential setting. The flexibility 
of this approach in some cases 
succeeded in elucidating the 
young person's opinion on more 
sensitive matters particularly 
sexuality.

SOME RESULTS

EDUCATION AND 
EMPLOYMENT

The majority of young people at 
some point of their school life had 
been educated within a special 
school. Those who started in 
special schools found it difficult to 
change to mainstream education

later on. A higher proportion of 
under 20-year-olds had been 
entirely educated within main 
stream schools. Many of these had 
only achieved this by sheer self- 
determination or parental 
pressure. Most young people 
would have preferred to have 
attended mainstream schools 
because they felt their curriculum 
and employment opportunities 
would have been greater. 
However, those who argued in 
favour of mainstream education 
were less positive about access and 
facilities in such schools, such as 
toilets, stairs and adaptions. Many 
welcomed the idea of the specialist 
unit within the mainstream school, 
regarding total integration as an 
unrealistic goal. Some had studied 
at a college of education after 
leaving school. Most had received 
a broad curriculum, with many 
undertaking computer training 
and vocational courses but only a 
minority had sat GCSE (or their 
equivalent), A-levels or were 
contemplating going to university. 
Many felt that they needed more 
reading and writing skills.

Clearly this was an area where 
many young people reported 
enormous problems. Those who 
entered employment training or 
found a job in open or sheltered 
employment were frequently the 
least disabled among the sample. 
The more complex the disability, 
the greater the difficulty they had 
in gaining employment, 
particularly those with 
complications freq-uently 
associated with hydro-cephalus. 
One young man, with the help of 
an independent grant, was 
studying for a doctorate. He had 
completed his first degree. His 
experiences were unique. For most 
people, after they were 21, there 
were limited training and 
employment opportunities - with 
many returning to full or part-time 
care of parents at home.

ACCESS AND 
TRANSPORT
Access to buildings or strict fire 
regulations often compounded
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their difficulties in employment or 
further education. Five young 
people had developed sign 
language interpretation skills at 
school. Two had been accepted on 
to advanced training programmes. 
Inadquate building access and 
poor transport obliged them to 
reject such places.

RailTrack's and London 
Transport's attempts at improving 
access facilities for the disabled 
traveller clearly do not go far 
enough. The few who used such 
methods of transport frequently 
planned their excursions weeks in 
advance. Eight people reported 
spending their undignified rail 
journey in a guard's van, this 
being the only place to accomm 
odate both the young person and 
their wheelchair.

However, some young people 
were clearly undeterred by travel 
difficulties. Air travel was sur 
prisingly particularly popular. A 
certain airline company, renowned 
for its care and attention for people 
with disabilities, had been used by 
eight people. The com-pany often 
provided additional staff, where 
indicated, and suitable access for 
wheelchair passengers.

INDEPENDENCE

Many attended independence 
training programmes at Five Oaks, 
Banstead Place, Stroud Park, 
Dorrin Court and Chailey Heritage 
but several reported long waiting 
lists to obtain places and funding. 
Twenty referrals were made to 
ASBAH regarding independence 
training during the course of the 
research. The recent closure of Five 
Oaks will undoubtedly leave an 
enormous gap in independence 
training opportunities.

The majority of the sample were 
regular wheelchair users. Only 10 
of the sample walked independ 
ently or mainly used crutches. 
Many young people who had 
previously used calipers or sticks 
had stopped using them between 
12 and 15 years of age; the ease of 
the wheelchair, associated weight 
problems compounded with

frequent orthopaedic surgery 
being cited as reasons for 
discontinued use.

SOCIAL LIFE AND 
FRIENDSHIPS

Although the young people felt 
that they had opportunities to 
form and have relationships with 
their peers only 42% said they had 
either visited or 38.7% said they 
had been visited by a friend 
during the last week (see Tables).

MEDICAL CARE

Generally people were happy with 
healthcare service provision until 
they left school. Most of our 
sample were happy with health 
care provision after 18 years of age 
because they were regularly 
attending an adult specialist

service. However, views of people 
in the North West Thames region 
are probably unrepresentative of 
those young adults with spina 
bifida living elsewhere in the 
United Kingdom. Many young 
adults with spina bifida/hydro- 
cephalus as yet do not have access 
to an adult, multi-disciplinary 
specialist service.

Many young adults had under 
gone in excess of 20 operations; 
mainly for neurological, ortho 
paedic and urology procedures. 
Pressure sores on the feet, back 
and buttocks frequently required 
surgical debridement or prolonged 
treatment. Urinary tract and 
catheter infections, particularly in 
males, were also noteworthy. Back, 
mobility and urinary problems 
were of notable concerns (see Table 
6).

TABLE 1

STUDY Nos

Young adult interviews 95 
Parent interviews 65 
Young adult medical 
interviews 95 
Medical examinations 44

Total young adults N = 105. 
Total parents = 80.

TABLE 2

Young Adults - When did a 
friend last visit you?

Time N= %

Within last week 36 38.7
Within a month 19 20.4
Within 3/12 6 6.5
Within 1 year 13 14.0
Never 18 19.4
Not answered 1 1.1

Total = 93

TABLE 3

Young adults - When did you a 
friend last visit?

Time

Within last week 
Within a month 
Within 3/12

N= %

39 41.9
19 20.4
8 8.6

Within 1 year
Never
Not answered

13
12
2

14.0
12.9
2.2

Total = 93.

TABLE 4

Medical examination - Abnormality 
of lesion

N= %

Deep pitted 
Kyphosis 
Keloid scars 
Pad of hair 
Abnormal

Total = 44.

7
7
6
5

21

15.9
15.9
13.6
11.4
47.7

TABLE 5

Young adults - When did you last 
go to a party?

Time N= %

Within last week 9 9.7
Within a month 19 20.4
Within 3/12 19 20.4
Within 1 year 21 22.6
Never 25 26.9

Total = 93.

Continued on page 24
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TABLE 6

Young adults - Particular worries.
86% Urinary incontinence
67% Bowel problems
42% Performing manual
evacuation
32% Using clean intermittent
catheterisation
83% Particular mobility problems
79% Mobility aids
67% Skin problems
40% Particular sexual problems 
or other anxieties.
N   Q*)  \7\J.

TABLE 7

Parent/Carers
48 mothers/females
17 fathers.

TABLE 8
Parents - Do you still assist with 
urine management?
YES NO NOT ANSWERED
n19 20 24
Total = 63.

Parents - Do you still assist with
bowel management?
Yes No Not answered
n 15 23 25
Total = 63.

TABLE 10
Parents/Carers - Satisfaction with
mobility and access.
COMMENT YES %
Poor 3 4.8

Fair 11 17.5
Good 15 23.8
VGood 19 30.3
Excellent 7 11.1

CONCLUSION
This detailed study has
implications for both statutory
agencies and legislation. It has 
been agreed that a detailed 
appraisal of some of the 
recommendations and additional
findings will be discussed in a
future edition of LINK.

\i J
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PENNIES from heaven showered ^^^^^M
upon ASBAH after a man jumped <«a^»i ̂ ^^^^^H
out of an aeroplane on his 62nd jjjIEj, ^BH^^I
birthday. ^m^^l^^  

Ron Brine, from Whittlesey, near 
Peterborough, jumped in tandem - 
strapped to an instructor - and fell 
12,000 feet to raise more than £700.

Ron was one of almost 200 people 
who took part in a national sponsored 
parachute jump from centres up and 
down the country in September.

They were taking part in a national
sponsored parachute jump held to
raise money for ASBAH and The
Children's Society - with almost
£14,000 counted in so far, and the
last payment-stragglers being chased
up at the moment. The proceeds will
be split between the two charities. One of the busiest jump sites was in Sussex where 40 volunteers had been
roped into the event by Sussex ASBAH.

Mr Brine, pictured with his cheque and Elissa Lowderfrom ASBAH's appeals department, did his jump at 
Sibson Airfield, near Peterborough, with 12 others - the rest opting for a full weekend's training before doing 
their 'static line' jumps from 2,000 feet.
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W WELCOME to hear 
Pat Tomlinson, 

recently retired school 
doctor at Lord Mayor Treloar 
College in Hampshire, talking 
about shunt problems in adults at 
our recent staff training course.

Dr Tomlinson, who contributed to 
our shunt leaflet being sent out to 
GPs around Britain, probably had 
the country's biggest list of young 
patients with spina bifida and 
hydrocephalus while in general 
practice at Treloar for 16 years.

Our fieldworkers and disabled 
living advisers have between 
them an even bigger list of clients. 
It was good to hear the exchanges 
and find a doctor who says that it 
is essential with hydrocephalus 
shunts to place faith in non- 
medical opinion - the other carers 
in the professional team, the close 
family - to pick up early warning 
signs of when things go wrong.

YOU THINK we've got problems 
witli the heal tit service in the UK? 
They are not a patch on those faced by 
one visitor to our recent annual 
general meeting.

Livingstone Sekatawa, who is 
planning to set up a version of 
ASBAH in Uganda, travelled to 
Britain to spend a week picking our 
brains on how to go about it. And his 
personal ston/ shoived just what an 
uphill struggle is in front of him.

Mr Sekatawa and his wife Robinah 
have two young children who have 
hydrocephalus who must travel to 
neighbouring Kenya for their shunt 
operations. He is fortunate in being 
able to travel as a correspondent for 
East Africa's biggest newspaper, the 
Nairobi-based 'Daily Nation', 
because the mortality rate for children 
with hydrocephalus in Uganda is 
apparently 95%.

Mr Sekatawa was staggered to meet 
adult survivors with hydrocephalus 
while in the UK - many doing well 
and living full and active lives.

BALLOON races are big business, 
with thousands of prize claims

The LINK diary

"
being returned to ASBAH each 
year as finders try to help entrants 
win champagne or a watch for the 
longest distances travelled. But 
the return of one such weather- 
beaten docket, accompanied by a 
letter in meticulous copperplate, 
stood out from the rest.

The balloon had been found near 
Gravesend in the garden of cult 
film director Derek Jarman, whose 
prolific output includes the 
critically-acclaimed 1991 movie 
Edward II. The letter-writer 
thought we might be interested in 
in the celebrity owner of this 
English country garden.

Strange the fate of things 
inanimate: a touch more wind and 
the balloon might have travelled a 
bit further, perhaps touching 
down in the North Sea. And the 
chance to write this quirky item 
would then have been lost for 
ever.

TALKING of twists of fate, let's hope 
that Rob Barsby, the intrepid 
windsurfer who attempts to set up a 
record next Easter for the fastest time 
to sail two ways across the Wash, 
does not come across the difficulties 
encountered by another board-sailor 
in 1986.

I have just received a cutting from a 
kind of 'Down Memory Lane' book 
which recalls how Mr Jeffrey Gill 
decided to raise £1,000 for the Bude 
coastguards by windsurfing from the 
North Devon coast to Lundy Island. 
When, several hours later, there was 
no sign of him, the coastguards 
launched a full-scale air-sea rescue 
operation involving the Bristol 
Channel lifeboat, the Lundy ferry, the 
Bude inflatable life-raft, a helicopter 
from RAF Chivenor and mobile 
coastguard units from as far away as

Cornwall. The total cost of the 
operation was £2,000 - exactly twice 
what he had hoped to raise.

Eventually, Mr Gill was found - the 
wind out of his sail and floating with 
the current towards America. "The 
wind dropped and my flares didn't 
work", he explained sheepishly.

No chance that the charities being 
backed by Rob Barsby will ever allow 
him to become similarly becalmed. He 
will be raising money for ASBAH 
and the Roi/al National Lifeboat 
Institution! And there should be a 
small flotilla of craft following him, 
just to make sure.

ARE WE on to a winner yet with 
the National Lottery, which 
started last month? Not a bit of it! 
The lottery, busy creating a 
millionaire every week, has failed 
to get its act together in two key 
areas: (1) it has set up the board to 
allocate money to charities but the 
board will not be ready to 
distribute funds until the end of 
next year and (2) a lot of money 
given to good causes will go to 
the arts, which are at the bottom 
of most people's lists of things 
which they want to support. Dip 
into your pockets for us please, 
we still need you!

WE REALLY have got it made in 
another area! Or does someone out 
there need their head examining? An 
American company has sent an entry 
form to a former LINK editor for 
inclusion in next year's Marquis 
Who's Who in the World, described 
as 'The Definitive International 
Register of Outstanding People'. In 
the self-deprecatory style of the true 
Brit, we could not take these 
particular Americans seriously. So 
yet another mailing shot was 
consigned to the WPB.
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Letters
To Paul Darke, LINK 
film writer:

I WAS interested to read your film 
column in LINK, and take your 
point that there seem to be no 
major films featuring people who 
have spina bifida and/or 
hydrocephalus.

But I must tell you about a film 
that we have recorded and 
watched several times with great 
enjoyment.

My daughter Carys (now aged 13) 
has spina bifida and 
hydrocephalus and uses a 
wheelchair, so we were delighted 
to find a film entitled Mac and Me 
which stars a boy in a wheelchair, 
who seems to have spina bifida 
although the disability is not 
referred to, except that the home is

"wheelchair-friendly" and he 
displays great independence.

It is a Vision International Film, 
directed by Steward Raffil, an RJ 
Louis Production.

The wheelchair-bound boy Eric is 
played by a young actor called 
Jade Calegory, but I feel sure his 
disability is genuine.

The film is an "ET" type story and 
is very entertaining for children. I 
particularly like the way the 
disability is not made an issue of 
and there is no sentiment or self- 
pity.

I hope your column in LINK is to 
be a regular feature. I am glad to 
see the magazine is broadening its 
horizons.

Caroline Nicholas, 
Cardigan, Dyfed, Wales

Your letters are invited for publication. Please send 
them to Editor, ASBAH, 42 Park Road, Peterborough 
PE1 2UQ. The Editor reserves the right to edit them 

for publication, so please keep them as short as possible.

To Paul Darke, LINK 
film writer:

I ENJOYED Paul Darke's article, 
Disability on Film, very much. It 
was interesting, well-balanced and 
well-written.

However, conspicuous by its 
absence is any mention of one 
made-for-television documentary 
about a person with spina bifida - 
Let's Take That Infernal Risk, 
featuring ASBAH's president Dr 
Jeffrey Tate.

If you have not seen the film, I 
hope you will have the 
opportunity to do so. It was 
produced by Patricia and John 
Ingram for Central Television and 
telecast on Channel 4 on 4 January 
1987.

The people at Central Television 
graciously allowed me to view it 
while 1 was researching my 
Master's thesis - a biography of Dr 
Tate.

Also, I would be very interested in 
reading your dissertation when it 
is completed. Will it be available 
through a dissertation indexing
service '.

Madeline Jenkins Millard 
E Buena Ventura Street 
Colorado Springs, USA.

1995 DIARY DATES

Thursday, 19 January

Managing Innovation, a BT 
Charity Talk Speakers: Elisabeth 
Hoodless (executive director, 
CSV), Dr Liz Nelson (chief 
executive, Princess Royal Trust for 
Carers). Cavendish Conference 
Centre, Duchess Mews, London 
Wl, 5.45 for 6.15pm. Ticket only, 
apply Mary Harris, tel 0171-477 
8667.

25 - 26 January

NCVO annual conference and 
AGM, London. Speakers include 
shadow health secretary David 
Blunkett and home secretary 
Michael Howard. Vivienne Robb,

NCVO, tel 0171-713 6161. 

20-24 February

ASBAH residential course. 'Look 
ing at Myself, in association with 
Surrey Phab, Felbury House, 
Holmbury St Mary, Dorking, 
Surrey. A total of 15 places will be 
offered to young people aged 
between 12 and 18. Details: 
Caroline Berkley, ASBAH, 123 East 
Barnet Road, New Barnet, Herts 
EN48RF, tel 0181-449 0475.

24-26 February

ASBAH Parenthood course, 
'Parerjjs with disabilities and their 
families', Hereward College, 
Coventry. Details: Joan Pheasant, 
START manager, tel 01943-609468.

7 - 9 April

ASBAH South East Region 
'Music and Drama Weekend' for 
young people aged 10 to 16, 
Meldreth Manor, Royston, Herts. 
Funded by BBC Children in 
Need Appeal. Details: Gina 
Broughton, ASBAH S E Region, 
123 East Barnet Road, New Barnet, 
Herts, tel 0181-449 0475.

Easter Bank Holiday weekend

Olympic hopeful Rob Barsby 
attempts The Wash Windsurf 
Challenge in aid of ASBAH and 
RNLI. Details: Deirdre Pawsey, 
Fitndraising Department, ASBAH, tel 
01733-555988.
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FOR SALE

NISSAN Vanette Versa Plus 
conversion. Removable pass 
enger seats. Takes one wheel- 
chair and five passengers or 
two wheelchairs and three 
passengers. Ramps fitted and 
electric winch. One year old. 
Tel: 01253-761283.

CHILD'S wheelchair, 
Quickie 2. Excellent cond 
ition. Little used 13"-frame, 
20"-wheels. Lightweight, 
angled foot-plate, swing- 
away arm rests, moveable 
handles, anti-tippers. New 
cost: £1,400. Sell at £500. 
Tel: 01473-463255.

SUPPLIES

FREE continence and medical 
product supply service from 
AlphaMed Ltd. Phone 
services dept at ASBAH, tel 
01733-555988, for your first 
Freepost envelope and then 
send Alphamed your next 
prescription. 48-hour turn- 
round offered. Do NOT send 
prescriptions for drugs or 
medicines. ASBAH receives a 
donation from each order 
fulfilled.

HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION
When booking, check to make sure the 

accommodation suits your particular needs
NEW FOREST

FULLY-EQUIPPED caravan designed for wheelchair access throughout, 
sleeps 5-6, club with indoor pool, shop etc, sited at Bashley Park New 
Milton. Contact Joan Searle tcl: (01705) 376816.

WESTGATE-ON-SEA, KENT (GREENWICH ASBAH)

SEMI-DETACHED bungalow available all year round. Since bought in 
1976, we have added new lounge/diner, summer house in garden, 
shower/toilet room for latest wheelchair hygiene and gutted kitchen, 
installing disabled facilities for wheelchair use. Also bathroom/toilet, 3 
double-bedrooms to sleep 8, plus cot. Full central heating, colour TV, 
drive-in takes 3 cars. Westgate has 2 sandy bays with wheelchair access 
and toilets. NO steps anywhere and low off-season rates. Doug Endersby, 
12 Veda Road, London SE13 7JF, tel 0181-690 0342.

MID-WALES

NICELY furnished self-catering bungalow, sleeps five. Wheelchair 
accessibility Grade 2, in beautiful valley. Maximum £220pw. B & B and 
6-8 berth caravan available. Ideal touring area - mountains, waterfalls, 
lakes, dams, steam trains, castles, fishing nearby. Astronomy holidays, 
16" telescope - beginners welcome. Ann Reed, 01938-810446.

ISLE OF WIGHT ASBAH

Fully-equipped two-bedroom holiday bungalow, sleeps six, plus cot. 
Clubhouse, indoor heated pool, shop etc. Site overlooks sea. Own 
transport advisable. Details: Mrs P Burden, 36 Sherbourne Avenue, Binstead, 
Ri/dc, IOW P033 3PX, tel 01983-564604.

HERNE BAY, KENT

Mobile homes, purpose-built for people with disabilities in tranquil 
setting. Close all facilities. Fully-equipped, TV, heating. Rates £95 to £150 
per home per week, including electricity/gas. Brochure from Dept A, 
Strode Park Foundation, Herne, Kent CT6 7NE. Tel: 01227-360280. Registered 
charity 227794.

LINK Rates,
Editor: Liz Cawthorne

Published by ASBAH, 
ASBAH House, 
42 Park Road, 
Peterborough PE1 2UQ 
Telephone: 01733 555988.

LINK SUBSCRIPTION 
6 EDITIONS - 12 MONTHS

UK............................................................. £4.80
Europe and Overseas Surface Mail...... £7.50
Air Mail.................................................. £15.00

All payments should be made in Sterling.

Classified Rates: £3 for 30 words max;
£4.25 for 30-45 words;
£5.50 for 45-60 words.
Cheques and postal orders should be
made payable to 'ASBAH'.

Small adverts for the next issue of LINK 
(February) should be submitted by 
Friday, 13 January. Please send them to 
the Editor.
Display Rates on application, from the 
Publicity Manager.
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AFFILIATED
ASSOCIATIONS

BARNSLEY
Mr Geoff Jenkinson
12 St Leonard's Way 
Ardslev, Barnsley
SYorksS715BS 
Tel: 07226-292548

BEDFORD
Miss C Merry 
6 Thurne Way, Brickhill 
Bedford MK41 7XD

BOURNEMOUTH, 
CHR1STCHURCH & 
DISTRICT
Mrs G Lanntng 
23 Seaway Avenue 
Christchurch, Dorset
Tel: 07425 273 255

BRISTOL & DISTRICT
Mr G Egan
M Rcxikery Road
Knowle, Bristol 
Tel. -HI 17 977942

BUCKS & EAST BERKS
Mrs Margaret Humphreys 
15 Brackley Road 
Hazlemere, High Wycombe
Bucks HP157EW

BURY&BOLTON
Mr David dyne
51 Cuckoo Lane, Whitefield
Manchester M25 5WQ 
Tel: 0767 798 7804 (after 4;imJ

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Mrs D Thorn
58 Howland
Orton Goldhav
Peterborough 'PE25QY 
TV/: HI 7.33 2.157.19

CHESTER & DISTRICT
Mrs P Ithell
34 King Edward Street 
Shotton, Deeside
7V7: 07 244 87 7074

COVENTRY
Mrs N Newman
11 The Earls Court
Cheylesmere
Coventry CV3 5ES

DERBY & DISTRICT
Mrs A Hewitt
St Merrvn
20 Burlev Hill
Allestree, Derby DE3 2ET 
Tel: 073.12 54789.1

DUDLEY,
WOLVERHAMPTON &
SANDWELL
Mrs Lorna J Wootton 
14 Leveson Road
Wednesfield
Wolverhampton
West Midlands WV11 2HF
Tel: 07 902 738724

ESSEX
Mrs R McCarthy 
26 Brixham Gardens
llford, Essex IG.3 9AX
Tel: 0781 594 7852

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Mr J Cormack
28 Pickering Road 
Cheltenham, Gloucester
GL53 OLB

GRANTHAM
Mrs J Asken 
88 Goodliffe Road 
Grantham, Lines NG31 7QB 
Tel: 07476 - 60679

GREENWICH & DISTRICT
Mrs M Mears 
29 Wellmeadow Road
London SE13 65Y
Tel: 0787 244 .3526

HAMPSHIRE NORTH, 
W SURREY &S BERKS
Mrs Liz Selby 
Buryfields House, Buryh'elds
Guildford, Surrey GU2 5AZ
Tel: 111 483 577 736

HAMPSHIRE SOUTH
Mr SR Baker
12 Moorings Way, Southsea 
Portsmouth, Hants POY 8QW 
Tel: 07 705 87 9 075

HERTS & S BEDS
Mrs S Riseborough 
45 Frankland Road
Croxlev Green
Herts WD.3 3AS

HUDDERSFIELD
Mr Steven Bolton
41 Fieldsway 
Kirkheaton, Huddersfield

HULL & DISTRICT
Mr Philip Brown 
233 Cranbcxik Avenue 
Hull HU6 7TX
Tel: 07482 857 765

JERSEY, Channel Islands
Mrs Mollie Buesnel
Villa Acacia, Sunshine Avenue
Five Oaks, St Saviours 
Jersey, Cl

KENT
Mrs S Stevens
6 Croftside, Vigo Village
Meopham, Kent DA13 OSH 
Tel: 07 732 822985

LEEDS & BRADFORD
Anna Waddington
Mullion Cottage, Main Street 
Hawksworth, Guiselev
West Yorks LF20 8NX

LEICESTERSHIRE
Mrs A Twomlow
29 The Crescent
Market Harborough
Leicestershire LE16 7JJ
Tel: 07858 432967

LINCOLN & MID LINCS
Mrs P Malson
"Pinfold", Chapel Lane
North Scarle, Lincoln LN6 9EX

LINCOLNSHIRE SOUTH
Mrs P Mason
67 Boston Road
Heckington, Sleaford, Lines

LONDON N WEST
Mrs H Prentice
37 Milton Road
Hanwell, London W7 1LQ
Tel: 0787 579 4685

LONDON SOUTH
Mrs S Cudd 
15 Woodvale Walk, Elder Road
W Norwood, London SE27
Tel: 07 87 7612400

MIDLAND
Mrs Diane Britt
Stanton House 
54 Stratford Road, Shirley
Solihull, West Midlands B90 3LS 
Tel: 0727 733 7870

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Mrs J Cockings 
45 Grafton Road 
Rushden, Northants

OXFORDSHIRE
Mrs Shirlev Dale 
14 South Row
Chilton, Didcot, Oxon

PRESTON
Mrs S Thompson 
34 Beatty Road
Southport, Merseyside PR8 6LB

ROTHERHAM &
DONCASTER
Mrs Katie Hemmings 
40 Bentley Road 
Bentley, Doncaster DN5 9TA

St HELENS & DISTRICT
Mrs N Maddocks
236 Rainhill Road
Prescot, Merseyside L35 4LD 
Tel: 0757 426 3927

SALISBURY & DISTRICT
Mrs J Renshaw 
1 Phillip Court, Coronation Rd
Salisbury SP2 9DA

SHEFFIELD
Mrs Celia Nicholson
104 Townend Lane, Deepcar 
Sheffield S30 5TS
Tel: 07 742 2884737 

SOMERSET
Mrs Iris Coton
3 Court Gardens, Yeovil
Somerset BA21 3LZ

SOUTH THAMES
Miss S Davies 
18 Gordon Road, Beckenham
Kent BR3 3QF
Ti-/:0181 402 1739

SOUTHAMPTON &
DISTRICT
Mr A D Strong
8 Summerfields, Locks Heath
Southampton SO3 6NN
Tel: 07489 583023

STAFFORDSHIRE
Mrs J Davies
8 Oakhill Avenue
Oakhill, Stoke on Trent ST4 5NJ
Tel: 07 782 45365

STAINES HOUNSLOW &
DISTRICT
Mrs Pamela Page
237 Upper Halliford Road
Shepperton, Middx TW17 8SP

STOCKPORT
Mrs J Roberts 
9 Highcroft Road
Romiley, Stockport
Cheshire SK6 4PS
Ti-/: 0767 430 4869

SUNDERLAND 
Mr J Pounder
42 Gowanburn, Sunderland
Tel: 0797 475 7725

SURREY
Mr Alan Twyford
86 Tolworth Park Road
Tolworth, Surbiton 
Surrey KT6 7RK
Tel: 0787 390 0853

SUSSEX
Mrs M White
Averys, Rusper
Horsham, W Sussex RH12 4PR 
Tel: 07293 877277

TRAFFORD & SALFORD
Mrs TGaynor
Davis Court
Cyprus Street, Stretford 
Manchester M32 SAX 
Tel: 0767 865 0222 (A.M. only)

WARRINGTON & DISTRICT Cannock & Walsall
Mrs S Lawless Mr Ken Hall
4 Astley Close, Warrington 17 Wallhouse Street
Cheshire WA4 6RB Cannock, Staffs 
Tel: 07925 573708 Tel: 0154 35 4847

WESSEX Chesterfield
Mr T Poole Mrs K Tomlinson
123 Gerrards Green 23 Hathern Close
Beaminster, Dorset DT8 3EA Birmington Common
Tel: 07308 862t>74 Chesterfield, Derbys

WIGAN, LEIGH & DISTRICT Cornwall
Mrs Pat Stridgeon Helen Youngman
24 Greendale Crescent 26 Penalverne Avenue
Leigh WN7 2LQ Penzance, Cornwall TR18 2RL 
Tel: 01905 676097 Tel: 07736 57962

WIRRAL East Anglia
Mrs M Appleyard Mrs Sylvia Frost
28 Stavordale Road 97 Gaywood Road
Moreton King's Lynn, Norfolk PESO 2PU
Wirral, Cheshire L469PR 

Gainsborough & District
WORCESTERSHIRE Mrs M Hawkes
Mrs F Bourne 10 Turpin Close
20 Gratson Place, Droitwich Gainsborough
Worcestershire WR9 8NQ Lines DN21 1PA
Tel: 07905 776809 Tel: 07427 676807

YORKSHIRE NORTH Isle of Wight
Miss Faith Seward MBE BA Mr D J S Sprake 
45 The Paddock, York YO2 6AW Springfield, Town Lane 
Tel: 07904 798653 Chale Green, Ventnor 1 W 

7VI: 07 983 55 7 234
WALES

Lancaster, Morcambe
Llanelli & District
Mrs Anthea James Mrs Dyson 
61 Westland Close 25 Royds Avenue 
Loughor, Swansea SA4 2JT Hevsham, Morcambe LA3 1PA

Mid Wales Nottinghamshire
Mrs J Carter Mrs W Purseglove
1 Meadow Road, Craven Arms 122 Chesterfield Road
Shropshire SY7 9QY Huthwaite, Sutton-in-Ashfield

Notts NG 17 2QF
North Wales
Mrs L D Morris Rochdale 
Penrhyn Arms Mrs Anne Lawton
Pendre Road, Penrhynside 20 Spencer Street
Llandudno LL30 3BY Chadderton, Oldham, Lanes

Tel: 0767 6524487
South Wales
Mrs Brenda Sharp Teeside
4 Lakeside, Barry Mr J Gray 
S Glamorgan CF6 8SS 148 Lingfield Ash
Tel: 01446 735774 Coulby, Newham

Middlesbrough, Cleveland
NORTHERN IRELAND
Mr J Rippey Whitchurch (Salop)
Long Eaves Mrs E Calder
24 Tullevwiggan Road Southfork
Cookstown, Co Tyrone Sedgeford, Whitchurch
Tel: 0764 87 62290 Salop SY131EX

NON AFFILIATED OTHER ASSOCIATIONS
ASSOCIATIONS

SCOTTISH SBA 
Blackpool & Fylde Executive Officer:
Mr John Dewhurst Mr Andrew Wynd 
40 Edmonton Place 190 Queenslerry Road
Bispham, Blackpool FY2 OVT Edinburgh EH4 2BW
Tel: 07253 592807 Tel: 0737 332 0743

Calderdale IRISH ASBAH
MrALCrowther Ms Claire Gill 
12 Elm View Hon Secretary
Huddersfield Road Irish ASBAH'
Halifax HX3 OAE Old Nangor Road 
Tel: 014-J2 347497 Clondalkin, Dublin 22

Tel: Dublin 0103537 4572326

Any local secretaries who require changes please 
contact LINK Editor at: ASBAH HOUSE,

42 PARK ROAD, PETERBOROUGH PE1 2UQ
Tel: 01733 555988 Fax: 01733 555985
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